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Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym

Title

BDVA

Big Data Value Association

BDVe

Big Data Value eCosystem project

BDV PPP

Big Data Value Public-Private Partnership
Table 1: Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations
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Executive Summary
The collaborative environment Marketplace for the BDV PPP is, together with the
BDV PPP website and the collaborative environment deployed on SAP Jam, is one of
the components to build the BDV PPP community and ensure the engagement of all
actors, specially to those external to the PPP but can be interested in the outcomes
of the projects under the PPP umbrella.
This platform provides information about the solutions developed under the PPP
projects, and where interested people can check specific details about these
solutions get in contact with the solution owners and interact in a forum, these two
last actions only available for registered users.
Solution owners are able to upload new solutions developed under PPP projects and
the contents are reviewed by a review committee from BDVe prior to the publication
of the content in the marketplace.
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1 Introduction
This is an accompanying writing report of the deliverable D3.15 Collaborative
environment/Marketplace, whose nature is “Others” (Websites, patent filling, etc.),
and it is planned within Work Package (WP) 3, entitled “ECOSYSTEM. Community
building and engagement”. The main objectives of this WP3 are to build the BDV PPP
community and ensure the engagement for all relevant actors. Moreover, WP3 aims
to put in place the mechanisms that will allow anyone that is interested and related
to the Big Data ecosystem to engage with the Big Data Value PPP.
This document is divided in three different sections:
•

Section 2 details the objectives of the collaborative environment
Marketplace.

•

Section 3 provides information about the structure and functionalities of
the Marketplace.

•

Finally, section 4 presents the main outcomes and conclusions of the
document.
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2 Objectives
The collaborative market place provides a platform for sharing solutions from the Big
Data PPP projects, providing access and interaction to the solution owners. In
addition, it allows solution owners to upload new solutions, after an internal review
process by BDVe.
Functional specification of the market place has been performed in the scope of task
2.3, Innovation Booster. This functional specification is reported in report D2.8:
Status Report on BDVe network and market place activities M18 [1].

2.1 Role of the Marketplace
The main role of the market place is to become the showcase of solutions developed
under the Big Data PPP and become a platform for contact and information
exchange about these solutions. The market place is linked to, and accessible from,
the main PPP website.
The marketplace provides the following functionalities:
•

Search: Browse the catalogue of innovative solutions on big data, platforms,
services and technologies that are being developed under the Big Data Value
Public Partnership Program.

•

Contribute: Upload information about solutions from PPP projects and make
them reachable to the BDV community and everybody through this
marketplace. Only for projects under the umbrella of BDV PPP.

•

Participate: Ask questions and find answers related to the different solutions
available in this marketplace.

2.2 Marketplace Community
The market place is addressed to the following groups of actors that will play
different roles when using the site:
•

Owners of solutions developed in the scope of BDV PPP projects. They may
upload solutions to the market place and will manage the forum for answers
and questions related to their solutions.

•

BDVe members that will manage the review and publication process for new
solutions submitted by their owners.

•

Market place registered users that will be able to contact solution owners,
browse the forum for questions and answers and add new questions.

•

Anonymous users that will be able to search and browse the solutions.
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3 Structure and functionalities
The Innovation Marketplace offers a view on assets resulting from projects under
the BDV PPP umbrella. It provides free access to the catalogue of available solutions.
For registered users it also provides the possibility to contact the organisations
behind each solution, participate in discussion forums for the solutions, and
uploading new solutions to the Marketplace.
The main functionality lies in the catalogue of solutions which provides a search and
filter actions to help finding the right asset for the people looking for specific
solutions for their needs in the scope of BDV PPP. The market place is implemented
with Drupal content management, specific Drupal modules and some ad-hoc
developments.

Figure 1: Innovation Market place functionalities

3.1 Database
The main datasets that derive from the concept of the Marketplace are the
following:
•

Catalogue of solutions

•

Forum data (one folder per solution)

• Marketplace users
Supporting information:
•

Readiness level list
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•

Markets list

•

Projects list

• Accelerator projects list
The main dataset is the catalogue of solutions, with additional supporting
information for the Readiness level, Markets, Projects and Accelerator projects. For
each solution the link with the corresponding solution forum folder will be stored.
The forum information will be managed by the corresponding Drupal modules for
forum management. Besides, there is the Marketplace Users description, which
holds the information for the users’ identification and the information for the
optional authentication through social networks.
SOLUTION TABLE
Content

Data type & details

Mandatory

Solution Name

Text

Y

Solution type

Select one value from the list:

Y

•

Platform/Framework

•

Component/Service/App

•

Process

•

Other

Brief description

Text

Y

Main features

Text

Y

Areas of Application

Text

N

Market Trends and
Opportunities

Text

N

Customer Benefits

Text

N

Technological novelty

Text

N

Solution pictures

Pictures attached to the solution

N

Owner name

Text

Y

Type of owner

Select one value from the list:

Y

•

BDVA member

•

Project

•

Startup/SME
project)

(Accelerator/Incubator
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Content

Data type & details

Project

Project in which the solution was developed.
Select from the list of “Projects”.
[Only if “Project” has been selected in “Type
of owner” field.]

Y

Accelerator project

Startup/SME accelerator project in which the
solution was developed. Select from the list of
“Accelerator projects”.
[Only if “Startup/SME (Accelerator/Incubator
project)” has been selected in “Type of owner”
field.]

Y

Owner city

Text

Y

Owner country

Select one value from drop-down list, from a
standardised country list

Y

Owner
persons

Up to three sets of (at least one is mandatory)

Y

Owner
website

contact

contact

•

Name

•

email

Mandatory

URL

N

Solution website

URL

Y

BDV
Reference
Categories

Select one or more values in checkbox format
from the options:

Y

•

Data Visualisation and Interaction

•

Data Analytics

•

Data processing architectures

•

Data Protection

•

Data Management

Markets

Select one or more values from the “Markets”
list found after this table. If Others option is
selected a field will be provided to ask for new
sector(s) to be added

N

Readiness level

Select one value in drop-down list format from
the “Readiness level” list found after this table

Y

Licensing

Text

N

Investment

Text

N
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Content

Data type & details

Mandatory

Related documents

Documents attached to the solution. Only PDF

N

Keywords

Text (or array of strings)

Y

Link to Solution topic
in Forum

URL

n/a
Table 2: Solution data

Readiness level list
Following values will be the selection options for the Readiness level field:
•

TRL1 - Basic principles observed

•

TRL2 - Technology concept formulated

•

TRL3 - Experimental proof of concept

•

TRL4 - Technology validated in lab

•

TRL5 - Technology validated in relevant environment

•

TRL6 - Technology demonstrated in relevant environment

•

TRL7 - System prototype demonstrated in operational environment

•

TRL8 - System complete and qualified

• TRL9 - Ready to Market
Markets list
Following values will be the selection options for the Markets field. This list may be
extended in the future:
•

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

•

Manufacturing

•

Wholesale, retail and eCommerce

•

Transport, storage and logistics

•

Information Service activities

•

Financial and insurance activities

•

Public administration (eGovernment)

•

Health and Wellness

•

Safety and Security

•

Food

•

Tourism

•

Media

•

Energy

•

Urban Mobility
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3.2 Content contribution workflow
An important part of the functionality of the market place is the possibility to add
new content (solutions for the marketplace) coming from external contributors. The
contents may be added by the owners of these solutions, that are the result from
projects under the umbrella of a Big Data PPP project, a BDVA member, or i-Space.
The contents uploaded by these external users will be reviewed by the BDVe
members before becoming available in the market place, so a review workflow is
defined to manage the different stages, providing the right information to each actor
in this process.

Figure 2 details the workflow that manages the different states. The workflow
process and status is based on the work developed by Atos in the Knowledge
Database contribution functionality for the Science2Society project [2].
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Figure 2: Content contribution workflow with states and actions
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Table 3 below describes the different states and possible actions depicted in

Figure 2 above.
State

Description

Possible actions

New
contribution

This is a temporary state when
a new content is created by
the external user (owner).

Draft: The content is saved and is
changed to Draft state.
Cancel: The content is discarded.

Draft

This state is shown while the
content is being edited but not
sent for review. The user can
open it again to complete the
edition.

Review: The content is saved and
submitted for review by the internal
users. State is changed to Review.
Delete: The content is discarded.
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State

Description

Possible actions

Review

This state is shown while the
content is being reviewed by
the internal users.
The review manager role can
decide to update the contents
according the comments and
suggestions received from
reviewers (Edit & Save), send
it back to the owner of the
content asking for updates
(Request to update), or
upload it to the Marketplace
(Published).

No actions available for the external
users (owners). The content can be only
displayed.

This state is shown when the
review manager sends the
content back to the external
user (owner) to update the
content according the review
suggestions.

Draft: The external user can open the
content to update it according the
suggestions provided by the internal
review. The state is changed to Draft.

Request to
update

• Actions for any internal role:
The review comments introduced by the
reviewer or review manager will
become visible for those roles accessing
the content. The review manager can
update any field of the content.
• Actions by review manager role:
Request to update: The content is sent
back to the owner who created the
content to request improvements in the
description, or suggesting that the
content is not suitable for the
Marketplace. The content is set to
Request to update state. A workflow
comment should be added to indicate
which changes are requested.
Published: The content is published into
the Marketplace so it becomes available
to any user who browses it. The content
is set to Published state.
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State

Description

Possible actions

Published

This is the state that will be
shown when the content has
been published by the review
manager.

New version: The user who originally
created the content can create a new
version of the information in case any
updates are required, without the need
to re-introduce all the data. The new
version of the content is set to Draft
state. A button to access the old version,
displaying its current state on the
button, is shown son it can be easily
accessed and, for example, be removed
if it is no longer required.
Removed: The content is set to
Removed state and no longer accessible
by the public access to the market place.
This action can be performed by the user
who originally created the content or by
a user with the review manager role.

Removed

This state is set when an item
in the market place is removed
from the public view for any
reason. The owner may decide
later to reuse the content to
be submitted again in case it is
still suitable for them with
some changes.

Draft: The external user (owner) can
open the content to resubmit it again
with updates. The state is changed to
Draft.

Table 3: Workflow states and actions description
In addition to the data managed and displayed for the solutions in the market place,
the following additional data, detailed in Table 4, is used to manage the workflow
process.
Data

Use

Time/Since

Time passed since last change of workflow state or Workflow
comment

Old state name

Previous state

New state name

New state

Author

Contributor who created the content

User

User who performed the change of state
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Data

Use

Workflow
comment

Comment text that can be added at each state or during state
change

Review comment

Review comment text that can be added and viewed only by
these roles for exchanging comments about the content in
review state

Table 4: Additional data for workflow management
Notifications will be sent to some users when some changes of state are executed.
Users are warned that they need to perform some action over some content or that
some action has been performed over that content. Table 5 below details the
notification to be sent according to different state changes.
From State

To State

Action
performed

Notification to

Action
user

requested

to

Draft

Review

Review

Reviewers
Review manager

Reviewers and review
manager
should
provide comments to
the content

Review

Request to
update

Request to
update

Owner

Owner has to check
comments to update
the content

Review

Published

Published

Owner

No action required.
Owner of the solution is
notified that it has been
published in the market
place

Published

Removed

Removed

Owner

Owner of the solution is
notified that it has been
removed from the
market place by the
review manager, or by
himself. Owner can
open it again to be
resubmitted
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From State

To State

Action
performed

Notification to

Action
user

requested

to

Published

Draft

New
version

Owner

Owner of the solution is
notified that a new
version of an existing
content
has
been
created in Draft status

Table 5: Workflow notifications

3.3 Interface
3.3.1 Navigation
The navigation in the Innovation Market place site is depicted in Figure 3 below,
where the workflow for the different functionalities is shown. The starting page
provides access to the functionalities of the market place, namely, Search for
innovations, Participate in the forums and Contribute. Details on the processes and
navigation for the external users are detailed below:
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Figure 3: Market place navigation workflow (internal review process not
developed)
Search for innovations: The rightmost branch from Figure 3 shows the workflow for
this functionality. It consists in a search and filter page that provides results based on
the criteria selected. From the results page, it is possible to access the contact data
for each solution, only in case the user has made a login into the system, or if he logs
in when making the request for contact data. It is possible, as well, to access the
detailed data for each solution listed in the results. The details page will show all the
information. From this page, two actions that require the user to be logged in will be
possible; the first one is to access the contact data for the solution, as in the results
page. The other one is to go to the topic corresponding to the solution in the forum
area.
Participate in the forums: The centre branch in Figure 3 shows the access to the
forum functionality. The access is allowed only to registered users. The forum will
provide a topic for each solution in the market place. Regarding permissions,
registered users can access any forum and start threads or reply. Owners of
solutions, those who created a solution through the contribute option, can
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moderate the topic for their solutions. The Forum topic is created when a solution is
published in the market place.
Contribute: The leftmost branch from Figure 3 shows the process that allows
external users (mainly owners of solutions) to upload new solutions that may
become available at the market place. The process offers a page where all the
content uploaded by the user is listed with the current state, with the possibility to
add new solutions and update content that has been saved but not sent for review.
Once the content is sent for review it is managed by an internal review process, as a
workflow shown in Figure 4. This process is only accessible by internal users from
BDVe that have the assigned specific roles for managing this workflow. Here, the list
of submitted contents is shown to the users. The entire process, from the external
contribution to the final publishing in the market place, is described in section 3.2
related to Content contribution workflow.

Figure 4: Internal review process workflow (developed)
The Login/SignUp process pages will be launched every time a user logs in into the
market place or when some actions require that the user is logged to access the
information or perform the corresponding action. Figure 5 shows the workflow for
this process. The signup process may be done by using existing social media accounts
from the users, although the registration with an email address is the default option.
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Figure 5: Login/SignUp process workflow
The graphic layout of the marketplace has been developed by the partner “Ogilvy”
so it is aligned with the BDVe website. The design includes the definition of graphic
styles, fonts and distribution of contents in the page.

3.3.2 Starting page
Figure 6 shows the landing page when the Innovation Market place option is
selected in the BDV PPP web page. This page shows a description of “what the
Innovation Market place is?” for the users. Below it will show a description on how
to use the market place, which actions can be performed by the users. The page
provides access to the three main functionalities of the marketplace though
corresponding buttons/icons.
Additionally, the users with roles review manager or reviewer have access to the
“Internal review” option, that will be visible only, once they are logged-in. Clicking
this option will lead to the internal review page described in section 3.3.8 debajo de.
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Figure 6: Starting page
The login process can be launched by clicking the login icon on the top right, in the
menu bar, or when someone not registered tries to access the “Contribute” option
in the Innovation Marketplace menu.

3.3.3 Search for innovations & search results
This page is the entry point to access the solutions’ descriptions. It provides two
complementary methods for searching the solutions in the Innovation Market place,
search and filters that can be combined.
Search works by looking for coincidences for a text into all the data stored for each
solution. And advanced search function is available as well, but it can’t be combined
with the filters.
The filters on the left side of the page work according the following criteria:
•

Selecting solutions according to their
Component/Service/App, Process or Others

type,

Platform/Framework,
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•
•
•
•

•

Selecting according the BDV reference categories
Selecting the desired development levels for the solutions according to the
technology readiness level (TRL) scale, from TRL1 to TRL9
Selecting the markets for which the solutions are suitable
Selecting the type of owner for the solutions, BDVA member, Project, or
Startup/SME from an accelerator/incubator project. A specific project can be
selected in the last two options
Selecting a specific country, corresponding to the owner country

For each solution found (that matches the search criteria), an entry is shown with
the following information:
•
•
•

First line: Solution type | Owner name
Second line: Solution name
Third to fifth lines: Shows a brief description of the entity, with a maximum of
three or four lines

Figure 7: Search for innovations & search results page
Actions on the entries displayed from the filter/search:
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•
•

Clicking on the name of the solution or on the “READ MORE >” link, will open
the page with the solution details.
Clicking on the “Contact” button on the right, may open the product contact
page. More details in the solution details page in section 3.3.4.

3.3.4 Solution details page and contact data
The solution page displays the details of each solution in the Innovation Market
place. In the leftmost area it displays the specific details of the owner and the
solution, including a gallery of images. In the rightmost area the textual description
of the solution is shown.

Figure 8: Solution details page and contact data
The solution name is displayed at the top of the page. At the top of the leftmost area
it is displayed, as headline, the solution type. Below it, the pictures attached to the
solution are displayed, with the first picture shown in a big thumbnail and the
additional ones in smaller thumbnails on one side or below the bigger one. Clicking
on the images will show them in gallery mode.
At the bottom of images, the following details for owner and solution are shown:
•

Owner
o Owner name
o Type of owner
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•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

o Project to which the solution is related. Only for Project and
Startup/SME as types of owner
o Owner City, Owner Country
Contact (accessible only by clicking the Contact button)
o Owner contact persons + emails
o Owner contact website
Website
o Website of solution
BDV Reference Categories
o Show those which apply to the current solution (e.g. Data
Visualisation and Interaction, Data Analytics, etc.)
Market
o List of markets for which the solution is suitable (e.g. Agriculture,
Manufacturing, etc.)
Readiness level
o Technology Readiness level (TRL1-TRL9)
Licensing
o Text from the licensing description
Investment
o Text from the investment description
Related documents
o Attached PDF documents
Keywords
o For searching content

In the rightmost area the descriptive contents of the solution are shown, namely
Brief description, Main features, Areas of application, Market Trends and
Opportunities, Customer Benefits and Technological Novelty.
Actions on the page:
•

•

By clicking the contact button, owner contact persons with emails and
contact web page will be shown in an overlay window. This is available only
to logged in users. If the user is not logged in, it is possible to request his
credentials.
By clicking on the “Go To Forum” button, the solution topic in the forum will
be open in a new tab of the browser.
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3.3.5 Forum pages
The forum pages will be available only for registered users. There will be one forum
topic for each solution in the market place that will be created once the solution is
published in the market place database.
The topics should be moderated by the users that created the corresponding
solution entry information. Users will be able to post questions, replies and general
information related to each topic.

Figure 9: Example of Forum page

3.3.6 Contribute – Content state/actions
This is the main page where the users can upload new content for the market place.
The button “New Solution” will open a new form where the user will be able to fill all
the fields for the solution. The page shows a list of solutions already uploaded by the
user, showing the name of the solution, author, state, age of the state, user who
performed the last action and workflow comment.
By clicking on the corresponding line for one content it will open the edit content
page that provides the possibility to perform the corresponding actions according
the current state.
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Figure 10: Contribute - Content state/actions page

3.3.7 New content / Edit existing content
This page provides the functionality to edit and manage the workflow for the
contribution of contents for the external users (those who provide the contents to
the market place). Table 6 below shows a detail for all the state that will use this
page (all those that the owner can see/manage), indicating the editability of the
content in each state, and the main actions that can be performed under each state.
State

Editable

Actions

New contribution

Editable

Draft

Draft

Editable

Review

Review

Display

-

Request to update

Display

Draft

Published

Display

Removed
New version

Removed

Display

Draft

Table 6: Actions per state for external users
This page may allow to edit the content, depending on the state as detailed in Table
6. On the rightmost area there is the field to add a workflow comment and below
the buttons for the actions allowed according the state. These buttons will change
according the actions allowed for each state, as detailed in Table 6.

3.3.8 Internal review – Content state/actions
This is the main page where the internal users can review the content uploaded from
the external users (owners), and finally take the decision to upload to the market
place or to send it back to the internal user asking for improvements. The page
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shows a list of uploaded contents, showing the name of the solution, Author, State,
Age of the state, User who performed the last action and workflow comment. Users
with reviewer and review manager roles can access these contents.
By clicking on the corresponding line for one content will open the edit content page
that provides the possibility to perform the corresponding actions according the
current state.

Figure 11: Internal review - Content state/actions page

3.3.9 Provide comments / Update contents & final decision
This page provides the functionality to review and take decision for the content
under review, managed by the internal users (reviewer and review manager roles).
Table 7 below details for each state the possibility to edit or not the contents and
the workflow actions available.
State

Editable

Actions

Draft

Display

-

Review

Editable

Request to update
Published

Request to update

Display

-

Published

Display

Removed
New version

Removed

Display

-

Table 7: Actions per state for internal users
Possible actions are:
•

Review: The content is under review by the internal roles where they can
provide review comments to assess the quality of the content, as well a
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•

•

workflow comments. The review manager role can perform actions, namely,
Edit/Save, Request to update and Published.
Published: This is the state that will be shown when the content has been
approved. The review manager role and the owner can perform the Remove
action, that removes the content from the public market place, as well as the
New version action that creates a new version of the content.
Removed: This state is shown when the content has been removed by the
review manager or by the content owner. No further actions can be
performed by any of the internal roles once the content is in this state.

This page may manage the content as detailed in Table 7. The review comments
action is available on the leftmost area, and allows writing comments accessible only
by reviewer and review manager user roles. On the rightmost area there is the field
to add a workflow comment and below the buttons for the actions allowed
according to the state. These buttons will change also according to the actions
allowed for each state, as detailed in Table 7.
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4 Conclusions
The Marketplace has been implemented with a set of functionalities to provide a
single point of information for solutions from the PPP projects, where all interested
parties can access and get enough information to decide which ones will be
interesting for their own needs and interest, so that they can get further details by
contacting the solution owner or publishing their questions to them.
On the other hand, it provides an easy way for the projects to upload the
information from their solutions and keep it up to date, while the BDVe project can
monitor and review the contents prior publishing to guarantee some quality level.
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